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Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Hanoi to Halong Bay - 7 

days 

07/Days    Hanoi → Ba Be Lake → Cao Bang → Ban Gioc Water Fall → Quang Uyen → Lang Son → Ha 

Long city → Halong Bay → Hanoi 

 

With this Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Hanoi to Halong Bay - 7 days, you can revel in the 

wonderful scenery of Northern Vietnam through destinations such as Ba Be Lake, Ban Gioc Waterfall, Halong 

Bay… Northern Vietnam is a mountainous area with a variety of topographies and terrains. Joining 

motorcycle tours northeast Vietnam, motorcyclists have the chance to admire the splendid landscapes of 

Vietnam. Promisingly, those 7 days roaming on a motorbike with the experienced team of Vietnam Motorbike 

Tour Club crew will be extraordinary memories for you. Let’s review the brief itinerary of those fantastic 

motorbike trip before packing and hit the road. 
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Content about Tour 

Day 1: Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Hanoi to Ba Be (240km) 

Day 2: Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Ba Be Lake to Cao Bang 

Day 3: Cao Bang – Ban Gioc Waterfall – Quang Uyen: 180kmr northeast Vietnam 

Day 4: Quang Uyen- Bac Son Valley: 180km 

Day 5: Lang Son – Halong City: 180km 

Day 6: Halong Bay with cruise 

Day 7: Halong - Hanoi: 170km 

 

Itinerary Tour 

Day 1: Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Hanoi to Ba Be (240km) 

 We will start the 1st day of Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tours heading to Ba Be Lake, After 3 continuous 

riding hours, passing many mountainous communities of Thai Nguyen province. Our motorbike team will reach 

Cho Chu Town, where we could stop over for a while and have local lunch. After lunch, our crew keeps passing 

splendid mountain trails. On reaching the Ba Be Lake, we can take a boat trip to Pac Ngoi village, a village Tay 

ethnic people. Just spend your afternoon to discover the beauty of Ba Be Lake or national park. It brings us to 

the end of 1st day of Vietnam motorbike tour. 
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Day 2: Northeast Vietnam Motorbike Tour from Ba Be Lake to Cao Bang 

Morning in Ba Be Lake is commenced by rural and idyllic sounds, representing the tranquility and hidden 

charm of rural areas in Vietnam. After breakfast with Tay family, riders could take relaxation by a boat trip on 

Ba Be Lake-the largest natural lake in Vietnam. We will have a wonderful motorbike tour in North Vietnam 

when our crew speeds up to Cao Bang city. Our team will ascend and gear up through many passes before being 

embraced by the lowland area. Enjoy your riding but be careful with some blind curves. You can take your time 

to stop and take some snapshots with your camera. 

We come to Cao Bang in the late afternoon. The route from Ba Be to Cao Bang is an amazing trail riding in the 

Northern loop trail, it could be one of the best riding parts for motorbiking in Vietnam. We will stay in the 

home-stay or Hotel before continuing the northeast Vietnam motorbike tours in the next days. 

 

Day 3: Cao Bang – Ban Gioc Waterfall – Quang Uyen: 180kmr northeast Vietnam 

For the 3rd day with motorbike tours North Vietnam, we keep carrying on the journey by crossing many 

stunning scenery of mountain and rice valley, our final destination is the most famous waterfall in Vietnam: 

Ban Gioc Waterfall. 

If the weather is ideal, we can enjoy times by swimming in the lagoon near the waterfall. It is auspicious the 

most relaxing moments of the motorcycle tours in northern Vietnam. 

Afterward, our north Vietnam motorbike tours  continues to ride to a picturesque village named Quang Uyen 

town, which is surrounded by mountains and forests. There exists a big community of Nung people here.  
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On April 12 in 2018, UNESCO adopted a resolution to officially recognize the Cao Bang Geopark, the 

UNESCO Global Geopark. so Cao Bang motorbike tours is one of the most attractive notheast Vietnam 

motorbike tours 

 

Day 4: Quang Uyen- Bac Son Valley: 180km 

From Quang Uyen, motorcycle tours northeast Vietnam hit the road to Lang Song Province. With many up-

and-down to mountain and valleys, the scenery changes continuously and offer motorcyclists amazing mountain 

views for nice photo shots.  

Motorbike tour in northest Vietmnam will be amazing in the afternoon. In 100 km of riding we cross many 

valleys, and one of the most charming is Bac Son. 

The first impression when coming to Bac Son valley is the fresh and cool climate, pleasant and wild scenery of 

rocky mountains and wandering roads. 

Bac Son valley has charming scenery, the whole town is surrounded by limestone mountains. The rice fields in 

Bac Son are planted in several crops in a year interwoven, divided into two major crops, including the golden 

rice crop in late November and mid-November. 

We will have one night in the hotel before coming to the 5th day of the journey with our crew 

We will stay in homestay with Tay ethnic  
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Day 5: Lang Son – Halong City: 180km 

From Lang Son City, we ride southeast to the direction of Ha Long City, the famous coastal town on the seashore 

of Tonkin Northeast VietnamGuff. The road winding through rural areas with familiar and peaceful scenery of 

Vietnam countryside and mountainous curve view. 

Motorbike tour northern Vietnam crew can enjoy the riding on smooth roads but less busy and hasty.  

In the afternoon, our team will reach Halong City and have time to trekking around that sea town. 

The 5th day of Northeast Vietnam motorbike tours finish at 5:00 pm. We will stay in a hotel in Halong City. 

 

Day 6: Halong Bay with cruise 

The morning is scheduled free for you to go around and enjoy the breezy and calm atmosphere of the town. At 

11:00, our team will gather and walk to the tourist wharf and join a big cruise trip. Lunch is served on board 

with many delicious seafood.  
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For the rest of the day, it’s your totally relaxing time to savor the breathtakingly incredible charm of Halong 

Bay, which has enchanted many tourists when visiting there. You could join energetic activities such as 

kayaking, swimming, sightseeing… 

The last night with Vietnam motorcycle tour on cruise. 

 

Day 7: Halong - Hanoi: 170km 

Tranquil morning surrounded by peacefully splendid  view of islets and crystal clear blue water. After having 

breakfast with various dishes, the cruise  will take a short cruising around the bay before heading back to the 

wharf. 

On embarking the cruise, our motorbikes are ready for the team at the wharf. We keep carrying out the last route 

of  North Vietnam motorbike tours from Halong to Hanoi. With the last journey, the riding is easy when the 

entire road is tarmacked with high quality and wide. 

Our motorbike crew reaches Hanoi at 5:00 pm  

7 days are not the long journey to totally get the beauty of Vietnam but hopefully, this Vietnam motorbike 

trip has fulfilled your experience and brought to you the most amazing moments of your travelling time. 
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The following list is the latest updated price for Vietnam motorcycle trips in 2020 

 Newest & Best Maintained Honda motorbikes 

 Long Experienced & Helpful People 

 Great Value for Your dollar 

 Unique & Hidden Routes, Customized Tours! 

 Flexible & Secured Payment 

 No Hidden Cost 

 Minimum Of Deposit ( The Balance can be settled in Hanoi, can pay by cash or credit card ) 

What's Include 

Above price includes: 

 English Speaking Tour guide/Mechanic / Photographer / Video Recorder. 

 Quality Japanese Honda Motorcycles with spare things ( Honda XR 150cc or Honda CRF250L ) CRF250L cost 

extra. 

 All meals on tour (local Vietnamese food) 

 Accommodation ( standard hotel or home stay based on double, twins or triple shared room) 

 All fuel/Gasoline 

 Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers 

 All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas 

 Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets 

 Hotel pick up 

 Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more 

Excludes: 

 Travel insurance 

 Visa to Vietnam 

 Flight tickets 

 Gratuities, tips for tour guides/ drivers 

 Beverages & other personal expenses 

Important Notes: 

+ Single stay will cost 20 USD extra/ day. 
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+ We provide support vehicle and driver with extra price  of 150 USD/day/ truck upon request! 

+ Ho Chi Minh trail motorbike tours will cost more.  Please CONTACT US for more details. 

+ If tours are not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back: 120 USD/ bike. 

BOOKING CONDITION 

> To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30 % deposit. Balance can be made upon arrival 

> The rider is responsible for any bank charges. ( surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card ) 

> The balance can be paid by cash or credit on the first day of the trip 

> If you cancel the Vietnam motorbike tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit. 

> If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the tour for any 

reason. 

> After departure, NO REFUNDS will be given for any reason, if you cancel the tour. 

> A Damage Cost deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for using in the guided 

or self-guided motorcycle tours. In case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000 or 

more. 

“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR” 

  

Hightlight 

+ Only a week that you could visit many famous landscapes of Vietnam as in the world 

+ Amazing combination of onroad and offroad 

+ Spectacular landscapes in each kilometer of routes 

+ Understand very well and detail about tribe culture that are lived in North East Vietnam 
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